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1. Cut the Tiny Treat Box in half. Measure 1" from either the top or bottom fold line of the box
2. Pinch on the fold lines to crease the box and form into a box
3. Assemble the bottom of the box
4. For each box you will need 1 pc of designer series paper 3" square and 4 pcs of co-ordinating
designer series paper each piece being 1-1/2" X 3" (If you don't use the same chocolates as I
did, just measure to see how much you need to wrap your chocolate piece)
5. To create the top for each box, score the 3" piece 5/8" on all 4 sides.
6. Cut into each corner on the fold line, in to the other fold line, about 1/4" on all 4 corners
7. Fold on the score lines, and using tear tape on your cut corners adhere so that you are left with
a top, that fits perfectly onto the top of your clear box
8. Add tear tape to the short end of all the 1-1/2" x 3" strips
9. Then wrap around your chocolate, and adhere
10. Next you can put a piece of ribbon around each chocolate, or fancy up with an embellishment
of your choice, if you choose
11. You can then decorate the outside of the box, using a co-ordinating colour ribbon that matches
your Designer Series Paper
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• Clear Tiny Treat Boxes - 141699
Price: $10.50
• Tutti-Frutti 6" X 6" (15.2 X 15.2 Cm) Designer Series Paper - 145606
Price: $12.50
• 1-1/4" (3.2 Cm) Circle Punch - 119861
Price: $21.50
• 1-3/8" (3.5 Cm) Scallop Circle Punch - 146139
Price: $21.50
• Tear & Tape Adhesive - 138995
Price: $9.00
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